Stephen K Amos
Stand Up Comedian and Actor
"The maestro of feel-good comedy"

Stephen Amos is a gi ed actor who has impressed audiences and cri cs with his performances on stage and screen and has
proved not only a gi for comedy but also for more serious roles. He has built a reputa on as a peerless compere, a popular
stand-up and an acclaimed comic writer.

TOPICS:

IN DETAIL:

Comedy
Host and Awards
Compere
After Dinner

PUBLICATIONS:

Stephen has performed at the Edinburgh Fes val Fringe every year since 2003,
a er making his debut in 2001. Stephen has had his own TV show on BBC Two,
The Stephen K Amos Show and recorded his own radio series Life: An Idiots Guide
for BBC Radio 4. No stranger to the screen, he has appeared on: QI, Have I Got
News For You, Time Gentleman Please, Mob Rules, The Cas ng Couch, Good Stuﬀ, The
100 Greatest Scary Moments, Elvis Has Le The Building, The BBC Stand Up Show,
Live at The Apollo and Mock the Week. Aside from being one of the na on's
favourite faces on television, Stephen is a proliﬁc writer and performer releasing
a new hour-long show every year and touring all over the world at fes vals. In
2019, Amos starred in BBC's Pilgrimage show.

2012 I Used To Say My Mother Was
Shirley Bassey

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

LANGUAGES:
He presents in English.

Stephen K Amos has the sort of commanding presence and conﬁdence that could
only have come from years of working the circuit. He is at the forefront of a new
band of comedians, side spli ngly funny, he's a must for a set a er dinner, to
present awards or to host an event.

HOW HE PRESENTS:
Stephen has charmed and entertained audiences all over the world with his
natural, assured delivery and his honest, original material.
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